












                                                                     A Place for Panda 

Wednesday: Remember to put the question in your answer, PQA 

Explain how the red panda keeps safe from 

predators. Use evidence from the text to 

support your answer.   
  

In what section would you look if you wanted 

to find out what the red panda eats? 

What nonfiction text feature did the author 

include on page 12? Why did the author 

include this? 

What is one predator to the red panda? 

What habitat does the red panda live in? Could a red panda live in a desert habitat? 

Explain your thinking. 
 

Thursday: Compare and contrast the two articles about the red panda. Compare means 

to tell what was the same about the article and contrast means to tell how the articles 

were different. Below is an example that shows how you can organize your information on 

a piece of paper.  

                   

            A Place for Panda            What is a Red Panda? 

                                                Similar 

 



What is a Red Panda? 

Here's a game of animal mix-and-match: what has a face like a kitten, a tail like a raccoon and lives in trees like a 

squirrel? 

Did you guess a type of panda? Probably not, but the answer is a red panda! Red pandas are small animals that have 

cinnamon-colored fur, white markings on their face and rings on their long tail. A grown-up red panda is around the size 

of a cat or a little bigger. 

A Red Panda 

 
Nobody can quite decide what animals red pandas are related to. At first, scientists thought they were related to 

raccoons because they have striped tails like raccoons. Then, after doing other tests, scientists thought they were 

related to bears, like black bears and polar bears. But it turns out that they're not very closely related to bears, either. 

Today, red pandas are classified into their own scientific family. 

How Red Pandas Live 

Habitat 

In the wild, red pandas live in mountain ranges in Asia. High up in the mountains, it gets cold a lot, but that doesn't 

bother the red pandas. They can wrap their tails around themselves like blankets to keep warm. 

Red pandas live in forests in the mountains and like to spend most of their time in trees. Their red-brown color is good 

camouflage in the forests because a lot of red-brown moss grows on the tree trunks. The red pandas blend right in with 

the moss! Red pandas also have feet that are built for climbing, with flexible ankles and claws to grab hold of the tree 

trunks. 

Today, red pandas are in danger because people cut down their forests to make room for fields or to get wood for fuel. 

Diet 

Like giant pandas, red pandas mostly eat a green leafy plant called bamboo. But red pandas also eat all kinds of other 

plants and roots, the eggs of other animals and even small birds. 

Red pandas are most active at dawn, when the sun is rising, and at dusk, when the sun is setting. They sleep a lot during 

the day and do most of their hunting for food at night. 

 

 



                      Word Work week of April 6-10 

Monday: Choose a book or two and have a contraction word hunt. As you read, 

write down the contraction that you see and the two words that make it. You can 

do this on a piece of paper. Be on the lookout for at least 12 contractions and each 

one must be different from the others.  

Tuesday: Read the contractions below, write either the contraction or the two 

words and then write the matching contraction or the two words that make up the 

contraction. You can use the back of the paper you used yesterday. 

    who is     she would      we've     he is     they're 

    you will       won't      I am      has not      you have 

   where's         I’d     are not   who would      it'll 

 

Wednesday: Follow the directions on how to make a flip book. Make two books 

and choose contractions that are different from the ones in the example and 

create your own contraction books.  

Thursday: Write 6 sentences that use a contraction and an adjective to 

describe a noun. Be sure each sentence is complete and uses uppercase letters and 

punctuation correctly. Circle your contraction and underline the adjective and the 

noun the adjective is describing.  

Friday: Contraction Sentences. Read each sentence and rewrite each sentence 

using the appropriate contractions. This can be done on a separate piece of paper.  



              Step by Step Directions to Make a Flip Book 

1.Get a piece of paper.               

   

2. Fold it in half until the edges meet in the middle.                                                                 

 

 3.Fold it in half once then in half again from the bottom to the top and you 

should have four rows. 

    



4. Cut on the fold from the inside to the outside fold.             

  
 

5.Write the two words for the contraction on the flaps.  

* Your flip book will have space for four words.   

                                 

6. Write the contraction underneath.                                             

  



 



Who Wants a Spiny Snack?

Who Wants a Spiny Snack?
by American Museum of Natural History

This article is provided courtesy of the American Museum of Natural History.

A hungry shark looks for its next meal. It spots a small fish.

But as the shark gets close, PUFF-PUFF-PUFF! The fish puffs out into a big 

ball. And it's covered with sharp spines! Ouch! The shark swims away. The 

small pufferfish is safe for now.

ReadWorks.org
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Who Wants a Spiny Snack?

For a small fish, the ocean is full of danger. Bigger fish, sharks, and even 

birds eat small fish. Animals that hunt other animals are called predators. 

Pufferfish have their own way to stay safe from predators.

A shark uses its sharp teeth to catch and eat fish.

All animals have special ways to stay alive. These are called adaptations. 

An adaptation is a body part or action that helps an animal live. Predators 

have adaptations that help them hunt. Imagine a shark's sharp teeth. This 

adaptation helps a shark catch and eat fish.
ReadWorks.org
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Who Wants a Spiny Snack?

Other fishes have adaptations too. These adaptations help keep them safe 

from predators. Some fish might be fast enough to escape a predator. 

Others might be able to blend in and hide on the ocean floor.

Can you find the flounder?

But some animals don't run or hide. They have bodies that are hard to eat. 

Porcupines have long sharp spines. So do sea urchins in the ocean. Spines 

protect these animals. Predators don't like spiny food!
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Who Wants a Spiny Snack?

Porcupines have long sharp spines that protect them.

Some toads and snakes have another way to prevent a predator from trying 

to eat them. They puff up to look bigger. Pufferfish do both of these things. 

They puff up AND they have spines.

A pufferfish's skin is hard and covered with sharp spines.

Swimming along, a pufferfish looks like any other fish. When a predator gets 

close, the puffer swells up like a big balloon. Some people call it a balloon 

fish. But this fish is not soft and smooth like a balloon. Its skin is hard and 

covered with sharp spines. These spines usually lie flat on the side of the 

fish. When the fish puffs up, the spines stick out in all directions.
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Who Wants a Spiny Snack?

How does the puffer "puff" up? It's not filled with air like a balloon. It's full of 

water. The fish gulps lots of water into its stomach. Filled with water, its 

stomach becomes almost one hundred times bigger. Other body parts 

inside the puffer are pushed to the side to make room.

A puffer can turn into a spiny ball in a few seconds. Then only the biggest 

animals can eat it. The ocean may be full of dangers, but the puffer is ready. 

Adaptations like sharp spines and puffing up help keep the puffer safe.
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